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Abstract
We review our recent discussion of vebrane central terms that appear
in the space-time superalgebra in D = 10 provided that the space-time
supercharges are taken in non-canonical pictures. The analysis emphasizes
the connection between picture-changing and a ve-form central term in the
algebra, which has been pointed out previously in our earlier paper. We
address the statement made in the recent preprint by Berkovits about the
possible vanishing of this ve-form term. We stress that this term does not
vanish and show that the arguments presented by Berkovits were incorrect.
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The recent progress in the understanding of non-perturbative aspects of theories of
superstrings and superbranes indicates the important role of non-perturbative extended
space-time superalgebras.As it has been shown in numerous papers,(see, for instance,
[1,2,3,4]) the presence of p-branes leads , in general, to the appearance of p-form topologi-
cal terms in the superalgebra. Strictly speaking, these non-perturbative p-form terms are
not central charges since they have non-trivial (anti)commutators with supercharges and
with themselves.One particularly important superalgebra to consider is the one in eleven
dimensions, containing two- and ve-form topological terms, because of its relevance to
the M-theory [4,5,6].The existence of such a superalgebra in D = 11 has been pointed out
by Sezgin; and the recent developments in the Matrix theory emphasize its importance.
In the recent paper [7] we have studied the reductions of this superalgebra to D = 10.The
surprising result is that this apparently non-perturbative algebraic structure appears from
the perturbative string-theoretic calculations. We have shown that the ve-form central
term, whose presence is arguably related to the M-theory vebrane, appears as a result of
the picture-changing gauge transformation of the usual perturbative type IIB SUSY alge-
bra (which, of course, does not contain any brane-like two- or ve-form central terms). The
obtained ve-form central term has been shown then to have non-zero s-matrix elements in
the presence of D p-branes. In this letter, we review the derivation of the ve-form term,
presenting the calculation of [7] in more details. This review is particularly necessary
because of the recent statement in the reference [8] where the claim has been made about
the possible vanishing of this central ve-brane term. The arguments given in the reference
[8] regarding this subject are incorrect, as we shall point out in the discussion.
We start with recalling the operator product expansions of the space-time spin oper-





















 m1 ::: m5 + derivatives
(1)
Here the index m runs from 0 to 9, and Γm are 32x32 ten-dimensional gamma-matrices.The
fermionic indices ; ; ::: are alternated by the charge conjugation matrix C = (Γ
0).
The important identity is
(Γm)T  = −(Γ
0ΓmΓ0) (2)
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Alternatively, by raising the index  simultaneously in the l.h.s and the r.h.s. of the last
















where  is bosonized superconformal ghost eld [10]. As is easy to check, the computation
of the anticommutator of two supercharges in this canonical picture, by using the O.P.E.









− m(z) is the momentum operator in the −1-picture. Now, we would
like to consider the same anticommutator with the supercharges Q, Q
 being taken in the
non-canonical +1=2-picture. These supercharges are obtained from those of the formula
(5) by the picture-changing transformation, implemented by the picture-changing operator
: Γ1 := e
 m@Xm + ghosts (7)
The ghost terms will be dropped in our calculation since they produce the contributions
not signicant for the correlation functions. By using the O.P.E’s (3), (4), we nd that

































m is the momentum operator in the +1-picture (the expression for it is given in
[7]) and the ve-form central charge Z is found in [7] to be equal to:
Zm1:::m5 = e
 m1 ::: m5 (10)
Let us analyze now the gamma-matrix factor in the ve-form term in the last equation. In
his recent preprint [8] Berkovits claimed that the vebrane (ve-form) central term in the
picture-changed superalgebra vanishes. However, this claim is not true. The conclusion
of Berkovits [8] was based on the inaccurate computation of the gamma-matrix factor in
the vebrane term which , as he claims, is proportional to \something like ΓmΓ
m1:::m5Γm"
refs[8] ( which indeed is zero in in D = 10).We shall see, however, that the computation of
the gamma-matrix factor in the vebrane charge in (9) gives the expression dierent from
the one claimed in [8] and, accordingly, the non-vanishing result. Namely, the correct
answer, as we will show, is proportional to
 (Γm)γ(Γm1:::m5)γ((Γm)T ) = 2(Γm1:::m5) , in agreement with the result given


















Here we used the identity (2), the fact that the matrices (Γm) satisfy the D = 10 Cliord






This concludes our analysis of the gamma-matrix factor in the vebrane term. The ve-
brane term, as we see, does appear in the superalgebra with the supercharges taken in
the non-canonical picture. We conclude by adding few observations about the space-time
superalgebras in non-canonical pictures , that were missing in [7].
1) The vebrane term will appear as well if we perform further transformations of
picture-changing for the supercharges. Thus, there will be the ve-form central term in
the anticommutator fQ(+1=2); Q(+3=2)g, proportional to : Γ1e m1 ::: m5 : .
3
2) There are other p-form terms, namely, three-form and one-form terms that seem
to appear in the picture-changed space-time supercurrent algebra. Being the total deriva-
tives, they are proportional to:
Zm1:::m3  @(e




It is known that two vebranes intersect over a threebrane and two threebranes may
intersect, in turn, over a string. The order of derivatives in (3) seems to be related to
the way in which the branes intersect. Therefore the information about the dynamics of
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